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Pro���m

Introspection [2016]
for woodwind quintet

Photography and Video Composition by Sharon Fields (©2022)
Ray Fields

Pro���m N��e
This performance of Introspection is an excerpt from a much
longer, eleven-minute work. It is not a live performance. Instead,
the sound of the instruments is created from the composer's
original score via the music notation program Sibelius 7.5. The
photography and video editing were done by Sharon Fields.

Com����r
Ray Fields has composed music for orchestra, chamber
ensembles, choir, the stage, and film. His works employ both
regular acoustic instruments and electronic media. They have
premiered on-line and at Imani Winds Chamber Music Festivals,
DC New Music Conferences, MilkBoy ArtHouse, the University of
Illinois, Prince George’s Community College, the University of
Maryland, and the Children’s Discovery Museum in Acton,
Massachusetts. His liturgical works have been included in
worship services in Kensington, Maryland and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. In addition to composing music, he has written a
book analyzing Morton Feldman’s Piano and String Quartet,
published August 2022 by Rowman and Littlefield. He has
studied with Thomas DeLio, Robert Gibson, Mark Edwards
Wilson, and Christopher Pavlakis.



With An Attitude [1997]
second movement

String Trio
Jonathan Newmark

Per���m���
At the time of this recording, violinist Claudia Chudacoff was
concertmaster of the Marine Chamber Orchestra; she is now with
the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington DC. Violist Chris
Shieh was also a member of the Marine Chamber Orchestra.
Cellist Lori Barnet is principal cellist of the National Philharmonic
Orchestra of Bethesda, Maryland.

Pro���m Not�
With An Attitude is the middle movement of my three-movement
String Trio, completed in 1997 and premiered in 1999. Its
composition was interrupted, after the first movement was finished,
by a six-month deployment to Saudi Arabia, from which I returned
in December 1996. This movement was the first thing written upon
redeployment. The whole work was intended to be of the right
length and difficulty to fit into the three-day coaching format at the
Chamber Music Conference and Composers Forum of the East at
Bennington, Vermont, where I have been a regular participant since
1981.

Com����r
Jonathan Newmark received his composition MM from the
University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music in 2015.
Teachers included Joel Hoffman, Douglas Knehans, and Michael
Fiday at CCM, as well as Jonathan Kolm, Gloria Wilson Swisher, and
James McVoy. His works are published by TrevCo Varner Music
and WaveFront Music, and appear on 3 CD’s on the Navona, PnOVA,
and Music Unlimited labels. A 1974 graduate of Harvard College, he

earned his MD degree from Columbia University in 1978. He is a
board-certified neurologist, on faculty at USUHS and George
Washington University, retired Colonel, US Army Medical Corps,
and one of the nation’s leading authorities on medical response
to chemical warfare and terrorism.

We Sat Snug and Warm [2020]
for solo piano
Bonghee Lee
Garth Baxter

Per���m��
Pianist Dr. Bonghee Lee is an avid soloist and chamber
musician.Her interviews, performances, and recordings have
been broadcast across Croatia, South Korea, and throughout the
United States. Having participated in numerous international
festivals and concert series, Lee has established her excellent
virtuosity and musicality. She has performed and presented
masterclasses in numerous venues including Lincoln Center,
Yamaha Hall, Columbia University, Strathmore Mansion,
Baltimore War Memorial, Shriver Hall, Horowitz Visual and
Performing Arts Center, Friedberg Concert Hall, Falvey Hall, and
numerous acclaimed venues in France, Canada, China and South
Korea.

Pro���m N��e
This work is the third piece from Songs Without Words in
Miniature that I wrote for Bonghee Lee, who is playing in this
performance. These six piano solos are all based on art songs
that I wrote. We Sat Snug and Warm is based on the song A
Thunderstorm in Town, the closing song from the cycle Four
Views of Love.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErYmBUQ7Pwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErYmBUQ7Pwo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X5MS-wQsAY


Com����r
Garth Baxter is noted for his modern traditionalist style of writing.
Baxter was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1946. He earned
music degrees from Pepperdine University and California State
University at Northridge. He studied composition with Robert Hall
Lewis, Joseph Wagner, and William Thornton. Baxter’s
compositions have been performed worldwide. His music has
been featured on radio and on-line programs worldwide. He has
received numerous awards, commissions, and honors. His music
has been the topic of Doctoral and Masters Theses. There have
been four highly praised commercial albums of his music released
from PARMA Recordings and Centaur Records. Baxter’s works are
published by Columbia Music Company, ALRY Publications, Les
Productions D’OZ, Doberman-YPPan, Guitar Chamber Music Press,
Mel Bay Publications, Theodore Presser and North Star Music.

Underground River Ride [1991]
for solo piano
Gavin Brown

Pro���m N��e
Imagine you are in  an  Indiana Jones  movie  with a  chase  on an
underground river. Bad guys all around you, plus all the dangers of
the river like whirlpools, waterfalls, sudden drop-offs. You row for
your life, bullets zinging all around you as you try to outrun the
villains. Will you make it?

Com����r a�� P�r���me�
Gavin Brown’s musical journey began with The Sting. He took up
piano so he could play the ragtime music of Scott Joplin which was
featured in that movie. He studied music at DePauw University and
composition with Panamanian composer Roque Cordero at Illinois
State University. His music draws from a number of influences from
classical to jazz to rock and pop. A native of the American Midwest,

he currently resides in Baltimore and is a member of the Baltimore
Composers Forum.

Finale [2017]
from Three Pieces for Wind Quintet

Daraja Ensemble
Janice Macaulay

Per���m���
The Daraja Ensemble disbanded shortly after the May 13, 2017
Baltimore Composers Forum concert at Christ Lutheran Church
Inner Harbor, Baltimore. The members of the wind quintet were
Grace Wang, flute; Michele Von Haugg, clarinet; Michael Homme,
oboe; Samuel Fraser, bassoon; and Joshua Blumenthal, horn. The
Daraja Ensemble, one of the Fellowship ensembles at the
University of Maryland School of Music, was a music
collaborative committed to bridging performers with audiences
worldwide. The ensemble sought to spread the love of music
through outreach projects and adventurous, exciting
programming. Collectively, this wind quintet held a wealth of
performance experience; members of the ensemble have
concertized in nearly every continent and performed with the
Boston Ballet, New World Symphony, Arizona Opera, Lunar
Ensemble, Symphoria, and the KBS Symphony. Daraja musicians
won several competitions on their respective instruments and
have been awarded fellowships to esteemed music festivals
including Pacific Music Festival, Brevard Music Festival, Sarasota
Music Festival and the National Youth Orchestra of Canada. The
ensemble performed throughout the College Park and D.C. metro
area and traveled to Tanzania as guest teaching artists with
Clarinets for Conservation.
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Pro���m N��e
Composers often rework their compositions to make pieces
playable by other instruments. The third movement of Three Pieces
for Wind Quintet came from the finale of my earlier Three Pieces for
String Quartet (recorded on Navona NV6239). The process of
rescoring was an enjoyable challenge, much like literary translation.
The sound of a string quartet is homogeneous and blended, but a
wind quintet offers a variety of color, weight, and volume among
the instruments. The players in a wind quintet speak like
individuals, and the striking contrasts in sound give a completely
new character to the music, recasting it as an even livelier
conversation.

Com����r
Janice Macaulay received her DMA from Cornell University. Awards
have included the 2018 Alex Shapiro Prize from the International
Alliance of Women in Music, Delius Competition Best of Category
Prizes for Vocal and Chamber Music, multiple Honorable Mentions
from the IAWM, and grants from Meet The Composer, the Cornell
Council on the Creative Arts, and the National Women’s Music
Resource Center. Dr. Macaulay was Associate Professor at Anne
Arundel Community College, and has also taught at UMBC, Wells
College, Brown University, Cornell, and St. John’s College. Her
music is recorded on the Albany and Navona labels.

I Am [2010]
second movement from The Grand Disconnect

Jessica Satava, soprano and Joseph Satava, piano

Keith Kramer

Per���m���
Soprano Jessica Satava is a passionate advocate for the power of
symphonic music to activate and unite communities. In 2019, she

was appointed Executive Director of the Johnstown Symphony
Orchestra, and has served previously in artistic and operations
roles at the Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University and
the Aspen Music Festival and School, in fundraising at the
Baltimore’s Enoch Pratt Free Library, and is an alumna of the
League of American Orchestra’s Essentials of Orchestra
Management 2019. She serves on the Board of Directors of
Beginnings, Inc., the Business Sector Committee of the Cambria
County Drug Coalition, leads the Arts and Culture Sector for
Johnstown’s Vision Together 2025, and teaches grant-writing as a
member of the Peabody Institute’s Professional Studies faculty.

Pianist Joseph Satava has a diverse repertoire with performances
spanning the standard solo literature, chamber music, and works
just composed. Dr. Satava has collaborated with orchestras and
conductors and performed at festivals across Europe, Canada and
the U.S. He has appeared in Alice Tully Hall as part of the Focus!
Festival for Contemporary Music and at Merkin Hall in New York
City, and in Baltimore, he has appeared as a frequent collaborator
with the artists of Baltimore Musicales. Dr. Satava has performed
with the New Prism Ensemble, culminating in a recording of works
by Robert Baker, the album Sharp Edges. His playing is featured on
the Navona label, in solo and chamber works by composer Keith
Kramer.

Pro���m N��e
The lyrics and music of The Grand Disconnect reflect the conflicts
that separate us from healthy relationships between our
environment and ourselves, often manifesting negative patterns
that last a lifetime and beyond. Ironically, these conflicts can even
emanate from singular events that span brief moments and effect
events for significantly long periods of time. The second of three
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movements, I Am, is presented in this program.

Com����r
Keith Allan Kramer’s compositions are performed frequently
throughout the U.S. as well as internationally. His music has been
performed and recorded by the Slovak National Symphony
Orchestra, the Moravian Philharmonic Orchestra, David Taylor,
Leonard Garrison, Anna D’Errico, Martin Jones and many others.
The London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Miran Vaupotić,
recently recorded Keith's work for cello and orchestra, Luce del
Sole, featuring cellist Ovidiu Marinescu. Additional recent
performances of his work include two highly successful all-Kramer
programs at New York's Merkin Hall, documented on the DVD
Beyond Sonic Boundaries Live! Among his album releases include
critically acclaimed Causal Dualism and Emerge. Keith’s work
Suspension of Disbelief for piano trio enjoyed its New York City
première at Carnegie Hall in 2019. www.keithkramer.org

Clarinet Lab II -- Gavotte [2014]
for clarinet trio

Digitally generated sound
Josh Levin

Pro���m Not�
Clarinet Lab explores different sounds and musical styles of a
clarinet trio. The second part, Gavotte, is intended to be a
movement with a classical structure but with contemporary
harmonies. A subsequent adaptation of Clarinet Lab was
performed in 2019 with bass clarinet added, under the name
Clarinet Quartet Lab.

Com����r
Josh Levin has been composing solo piano and chamber music for
over 20 years. Josh has been a BCF member since 2019 and a
Composers’ Society of Montgomery County member since 2008.
Josh’s work was first performed in 1985 when the Brandeis
University Concert Band performed his band arrangement of
Beethoven’s Symphony #5, movements 3 and 4. Josh’s past
musical activities included performing in the synagogue, rock
groups, concert and Dixieland bands and pit orchestras). Josh’s
day job is quality and regulatory support for a Baltimore-area
medical device company. He also enjoys making beer and family
time.

An Un-tact Un-birthday Party for Two Pianos [2022]
excerpt

Ji-Hyun Kang and Young Hwang-Bo, pianos
Jin-Hwa Choi

Per���m���
Pianist Ji-Hyun Kang graduated from Yonsei University in Korea
and Manhattan School of Music in NY, USA. Currently, with
numerous performances scheduled all year round, Kang is teaching
at Yonsei Institute of Continuing Education for The Future, Sejong
Institute of Continuing Education for The Future, and Baekseok
Culture University. Kang is also a vice-chairman of PIANOMO, a
performing group of professional classical pianists.

Pianist Young Hwang-Bo graduated from Yonsei University in
Korea and finished his study (Diplom and Konzertexamen) at
Hochschule für Musik Karlsruhe in Germany. Hwang-Bo performed
with Hungarian Symphony Orchestra Miskolc, Kang-Nam
Symphony Orchestra, Millennium Symphony Orchestra and
Chungbuck Philharmonic Orchestra. Hwang-Bo is teaching at
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Yonsei University, E-Wha Women's University, Kyung-Hee University
and Sook-myung Women's University.

Pro���m Not�
Based on the scene from Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass
(1871), where I re-created the Mad Hatter's Unbirthday party. I
connected this 'un-birthday party' idea with the
over-two-years-lasting-Covid-19 ‘untact’ situation in Korea. Two
pianists continually argue and conflict with each other (both
musically and physically) over a fake flower-top cake box located in
the middle of the stage. The whole composition is ten minutes
long, and this excerpt is from the section toward the end of the
entire piece.

Com����r
Jin-Hwa Choi is a Korean composer who completed her DMA at the
Peabody Conservatory in the studio of Michael Hersch. Choi's
musical language is inspired by various aspects of life including
painting, poetry, and her own daily experiences. She combines
Asian and Western musical characteristics in her works. Her
compositions tend to illustrate the impressions through
boundary-less tonal and atonal language.

Ceci n’est pas une pipe - Revisited [2022]
radiophonic collage

featuring Slobodanka Stupar and Ljiljana Becker
Ljiljana Becker

Pro���m Not�
Original Ceci n’est pas une pipe was realized as part of Van Gogh
TV’s Piazza virtuale project at   Dokumenta IX art festival in

Germany, as a start of social media as we know it today. For 100
days various artists presented their projects, chatted live with the
audience who were following the program through Sat3 TV
channel, and reacted to text messages received via satellite phone.
I was invited to participate by visual artist Slobodanka Stupar, and
everyone expected us to give some kind of political statement
since the civil war in Yugoslavia was happening at that moment.
Instead, we read from The Rose of Wondering, a 10-year walking
project through Europe by artist and writer Miroslav Mandić,
interspersed with “This is not the political statement”, “Das ist
Kunst'', and “Ceci n’est pas une pipe”. June 22, 2022 marked the
30th anniversary of this performance, which also coincided with
Dokumenta XV; Goethe Institute in Belgrade organised Slobodanka
Stupar: Das ist keine Pfeife/zum zweiten Mal, and my radiophonic
collage Ceci n'est pas une pipe - Revisited was premiered as my
current reaction to the project.

Com����r
Ljiljana Becker is a multilingual composer, sound designer and
Neues Musiktheater creator. She participated in the 2.
Tonkünstlerfest Baden-Württemberg, Rheinisches Musikfest,
Piazza virtuale (Documenta IX), MusikTriennale Köln, GEDOK Music
Series, and won the first prize at Radio Belgrade’s Radionica Zvuka
(Radiophonic Sound Factory). Her principal teachers include Željko
Brkanović, Urlich Süße, Mauricio Kagel, and William Kleinsasser,
and she holds the MFA Theatre degree from Towson University.
She is the current president of the Baltimore Composers Forum.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slobodanka_Stupar
http://miroslavmandic.name/en/node/201
https://documenta-fifteen.de/en/
http://www.jovanovicljiljana.weebly.com


Up�o��n� P��fo���n���

Let I� Be ���d
Feb����y 11, 2023, 2p�

The �����r’s Ce���r
4508 Wal�� �t�e��

Bet���d�, M� 20815
&

Feb����y 25, 2023, 2p� a�d 4p�

406 Nor�� ��w��� St�e��
Bal����re, M� 21201

A spoken word concert in collaboration with writer Miesha Lowery
featuring performers Jada Lane and Mohammad Rohaizad Suaidi,
clarinetist Katharine Repka and vibraphonist Michael Barranco. Works of
Garth Baxter, Ljiljana Becker, Gavin Brown, Jin-Hwa Choi, Ray Fields, Keith
Kramer, Josh, Levin, Janice Macaulay and Jonathan Newmark.

BCF Mail List Sign-Up

Lan� �� M�r�: 30t� A�ni���s��� Cel����ti��

May 20, 2023, 6p�

406 Nor�� ��w��� St�e��
Bal����re, M� 21201

2023 marks the 30th anniversary of the Baltimore Composers Forum.
We will celebrate with our colleagues, friends and supporters, and also
present a short video with animations, featuring our current members.

In�e�s����n�a� 38: Se��l
Jun� 24, 2023, 8:15p�

ba���m��e��m���er���r��.co�/co���r��/in���s���en���-38-se���

Another first for us, this project is a collaboration with Baltimore/Seol
based visual artist Mina Cheon, and will be realized in two parts: Seoul
and Baltimore. In this first segment BCF’s member Jin-Hwa Choi leads
a group of composers from Kookmin University in the quest for
“composing the global peace”. The second, Baltimore, segment
featuring our current members will take place in person on November
18, 2023, and subsequently in the Washington Metropolitan Area.
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Med��
Web site: baltimorecomposersforum.com

Email: info@baltimorecomposersforum.com

facebook.com/baltimorecomposersforum

twitter.com/baltocomposers

linkedin.com/company/baltimore-composers-forum/

instagram.com/baltocomposers

soundcloud.com/baltimorecomposersforum

YouTube: Baltimore Composers Forum

Store: https://www.cafepress.com/baltimorecomposers

Office�� �n� B�a�d �����r�
Ljiljana Becker, President

Gavin Brown, Treasurer
Ian Rashkin, Secretary

Ariyo Shahry, Board Member

The Baltimore Composers Forum is a 501(c)[3] nonprofit organization;
all financial contributions are tax deductible.

This event is supported in part by the Maryland State Arts Council
(msac.org)

and the National Endowment for the Arts.
(arts.gov),
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